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          On the Diffuse Scattering of X-Rays by a 

                Partially Ordered Crystal* 

                               Takeo  MATSUBARA** 

                               Received January 22, 1963 

       A general discussion is given for the diffuse scattering by a crystal containing irregular 
    atomic arrangements of various types. As examples, detailed calculations are given for the 

    intensity of diffuse scattering caused by lattice vibrations, order-disorder arrangements of 
    atoms in binary alloys, and orientational disorder in molecular crystals. An anomalous 

    behaviour of diffuse scattering near the critical temperature of a phase transition is pointed 
    out and discussed quite generally on the basis of crystal statistics. 

                             I. INTRODUCTION 

     X-rays scattered by a crystal with ideally periodic structure give rise to a 
  normal Laue-Bragg diffraction pattern, whereas if the crystal contains some 

  dynamical or static irregularity, an anomalous Laue pattern, or the so-called 
  diffuse scattering, is observed. Because of its ability to provide powerful tools 

  in an examination of the dynamical behaviour of crystals, diffuse scattering is 
  becoming more important in investigations of various phenomena in crystal 

  physics. It is the aim of this paper to present a general survey of the theory of 
  diffuse scattering. 

      There are many different origins and causes of irregularities or fluctuations 
  in the regular periodicity of crystals. We may cite the following as being main 

   causes: 
     1) Thermal vibrations of lattices. 

      2) Disorder arrangements of atoms in alloy systems. 
      3) Free or hindered rotations of molecules in crystals. 

      4) Orientational disorder in complex molecular crystals. 

      5) Various lattice defects. 

     6) Various kinds of microdomains. 

  We feel it is important to clarify common and particular features in diffuse 

  scattering for each cause; and to give a basis for the analysis of observed data. 

                         II. GENERAL REMARKS 

      We assume that an incident X-ray wave with wave vector ko is scattered by 

  a single crystal. If the direction of the scattered wave is given by a wave vector 

    * This paper is a translation of two papers which appeared in the Japanese Journal , X-Rays, 
      5, 102 (1949) and 6, 15 (1950). The author is very grateful to Mrs. F. Yonezawa and Mr. 

      C.J. Thompson for their kind help in the traslation. 
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k, the intensity of the scattered X-ray wave is proportional to the square of the 

absolute value of 

 F(b)=  p(r)exp[-2iri(b°r)]dv,(2.1) 
                             „ v 

where b=k—k0, p(r) is the electron density at position r, and V is the volume of 

the crystal. By dividing the crystal up into its N unit cells, the integral can be 

written as a sum of N integrals; each integral being over a unit cell. In an 

irregular crystal (the case we are interested in), the N integrals may be different 

and may even vary with time. To take irregularities into account explicitely, 
we write (2.1) in the form: 

N-1 

F (b) = Efi(b)exp[-27ri(b•rr)],(2.2) 
a=0 

where the l-th unit cell (volume vt) is at position r0, and f1(b) is defined by: 

fi (b)=fvtp (r+ rz)exp [-24 (b • ra)] dv. (2.3) 
If fi(b) is a function of time, its time variation over the oscillation period of the 

X-ray must be small, so that the intensity of the scattered wave may be 

determined from the instantaneous values of fz(b), 1=0,1,2, ......... N-1 at each 
time point. The intensity I of the scattered wave at a give time is therfore 

1= 10 I F(b) 12,(2.4a) 

where 

                            N-1N-1 

         F(b)f2= E E fk*(b)fi(b)exp[2rri(b0•rka)].(2.4b) 
0=0 k=0 

10 is the Thomson factor and rka=rk—rl. The observed intensity of the scattered 
wave is actually a time-average of (2.4a) over some time interval, long compared 

with the oscillation period of the X-rays. For the purpose of computation we will 
assume that the time-average can be replaced by a statistical mechanical average 
in phase space. This can certainly be done in the cases of; lattice vibrations, 
molecular rotations, and order-disorder arrangements of atoms in alloys. However, 
these are not the only cases: for example, when a crystal contains some unknown 

irregularity, we have no a priori information about the distribution of the values 
of the fa(b)'s which will in general vary from cell to cell: we must guess the 
distribution from the observed values of F(b) 2. In such a case we will assume 
that there exists a suitable statistical ensemble such that the observed value of 

F(b) G2 (which we denote by j F(b) ;201)e) is equal to the average over this 
ensemble. To summarize: either the ensemble is determined from the nature of 
the irregularity, or the irregularity is characterized by the ensemble itself. 

   The observed value of ; F(b) 12 can then be written as 

      F(b) 12 obi.= <F(b) 2>,(2.5) 

and the observed intensity Lho. as 
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 Iab3. =Io<1F(b);2> 
                            N-1 N—> 

         Io E E           = <f0*(b)fz(b)>exp[24(b•rkz)].(2.6) 
0=2 5=0 

The ensembleaverage <fk*(b)fz(b)> is generally dependent on rkz=rk—rz; 

however, since the correlation between two cells at rk and rz is negligible for 

large rkz, we have 

lim <fk*(b)fz(b)>= <f(b)> 12.(2.7) 
rki H>00 

Thus; by writing 

<fk*(b)fz(b)>= <f(b)> 2 -±(rkz),(2.8) 

/„,,,. can be written in the form 

L >s. —J0-4 i- J2,(2.9) 

where 

JO= 10' <f(b)> i2Eexp[2n-i(b•rkz)],(2.10a) 
kl 

J>=Nip< f(b) 2>— <f(b)> 12,(2.10b) 

Jz = IoEw(rkz) exp[2ori(b•rkz)]•(2.10c) 
                     k*z 

Jo gives rise to normal Laue spots corresponding to the "average structure"; It 
comes from the term k=1 in the sum and gives rise to a diffuse halo; and J2 is 

due to the "correlation term" w(rkz), and gives rise to anomalous Laue spots. The 

easiest way to see that these conclusions are reasonable is to consider (2.9) as 

the weight distribution of scattering power in reciprocal space. For if we draw 

a vector —Ico from the origin of the reciprocal lattice and then draw another 

vector k from the top of —ko, the scattering vector b=k—ko is obtained by con-

necting the origin to the top of the vector k (see Fig.1) and the intensity of the 

scattered wave is determined from the weight function of (2.9) associated with 

the vector b. Further, if the fundamental translation vectors are a>,a2 and a3, and 

the total number of unit cells with volume [a>a2a3] is N>•N2•N3, then Jo is 

proportional to the Laue function 

                                     '
sin2[Npr(b•az)] _          L(b)_E exp[24,(b•rkz)] _1sin' [Zr(b•ar)](2.11) 

kl>-> 

which is non-zero only in the immediate neighbourhoods of points determined 

by the Laue conditions: 

At= (b• al) =hz=integer, i-1,2,3.(2.12) 
By introducing the fundamental translation vectors b>, b2 and b3 of the reciprocal 

lattice through 

b> = (a2 X a3)/57 b2 = (a3 X a>) /8, 
b3=(a>xa2)/8, S=[a>a2a3],(2.13) 

the points in reciprocal space satisfying (2.12) are 
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 b=B(h,h2h3) =h,b1+h2b2+h3b3,(2.14) 

and L(b) takes the value N2 at these points. The second contribution, J,, is 
usually a slowly varying function of b with a weight function extending throu-

ghout the reciprocal space. In particular, when f(b) is a function of b I only, J, 
has an evenly distributed weight on the cone with axis vector ko and semi-angle 
—(ko•b): in this case a ring shape halo will be observed . Finally, since the 
"correlation term" w(rka) is a function of 1 rk—ra only , J1 and J2 may be combined 
to give 

J(b) = Ji -i- J2= E w (rkz) exp [27ri (b • rkz) ] 
kd 

=NE w(rz)exp[-27ri(b•rz)] . (2.15) 

i J(b), a more slowly varying function of b than L(b), contributes finite values to 
(2.9) at reciprocal lattice points other than the B (h,h2h3). We thus observe 
abnormal Laue spots; the spots being abnormal in the sense that they violate the 

Laue conditions (2.12). 

                  h2 

                  0 . 

                                                                     l' 

          ko k  : 114:9 

                    b 

                 igoope 
                                     hi 

          Fig. 1. A section of the reciprocal lattice space. A great circle 
                 is the reflection shere, and the reciprocal lattice points 
                are shown by black points; the weight of the diffuse 

                 scattering power concentrates about each of the latter. 
                 Small circles represent these regions of this concent-

                 ration. For the example given in this figure two normal 
                 Laue spots and six anomalous Laue spots appear. 

   We may summarize in the following way: In an ideally periodic crystal, the 

weight of scattering power in reciprocal space is concentrated at discrete points 
B(h,h2h3). If an irregularity or randomness is present in the lattice, a diffusion 

of the weight into reciprocal lattice points other than the B(h,h2h3) takes place. 

If, based on some model assumption for the irregularity, we could calculate the 

degree of this diffusion of weight, and if at the same time we could observe the 

extent of the diffusion experimentally, we would know the nature of the irregu-

larity. In general however, it is not easy to calculate w(r) theoretically and to 
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obtain a compact expression for  J(b). The remainder of this section will be 

devoted to a discussion of general features arising out of (2.15): soluble examples 

will be given in later sections. 

   The qualitative behaviour of J(b) in reciprocal space can be seen with the 

help of the following arguments: In most cases we are interested in w(r) is a 

slowly varying function of b; in such cases the b-dependence of J(b) comes 

mainly from the factors exp[22ri(b•ra)] whch are periodic functions of b, invariant 

under the transformation b>b+B(h,h2h3). This means that J(b) is an almost 

periodic function of b with different amplitudes varying slowly from point to 

point. On the other hand, since the Laue function is proportional to N2 and the 
function J(b) is proportional only to N, it is necessary for the observation of 

diffuse scattering that the sum E w(rz)exp [24(b•rz)] should take large values at 

some points in reciprocal space. That is, the most important contributions to 

diffuse scattering come from the immediate neighbourhoods of points at which 

J(b) is a maximum. Although the detailed behaviour of J(b) depends on the 
nature of the correlation term co (r) it is reasonable to assume that the maxima 

of J(b) will occur at the reciprocal lattice points (including superstructure points) 

of a crystal which is deviated slightly from an ideal periodic arrangement. It is 

this consideration that enables us to predict the directions for which strong 

diffuse scattering appears (see Fig.1). 

   A question that may be raised is whether or not it is possible to derive w(r) 

directly from the observed value of J(b). Since co(r) is a function of r and b, it 

is in general not possible; however, if co (r is separable, that is 

(r ,b) = g(b) •w (r),(2.16) 

we have 

J(b)/Ng(b) _ E w'(ra) exp[-2iri(b•ra)] =.(b) , 

a which is a function of b only, In this case, co' (r), which is just the Fourier 

transform of E(b), can be obtained directly from the experimental data. 

III. EFFECT OF LATTICE VIBRATIONS 

   The randomness caused by thermal vibration of the lattice is the most common 
origin of diffuse scattering. It is not surprizing therefore that much work has 

been done on this problem.' In this section we give a brief review of this effect 

from the standpoint stated in the previous sections. 

   For simplicity, we take a simple lattice composed of one kind of atom. fa(b) 
in (2.8) may then be written in the form 

fi(b) = f(b) exp [-2iri (b•ui)] ,(3.1) 

where ua is the displacement of the l-th atom and f(b) is the atomic form factor. 

According to Ott') the following relations hold in the harmonic approximation: 

                            (135)
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<fk*(b)fz(b)>=j.f(b)2I<exp [24{(b•uk)—(b•uz)}]> 
                      = If (b) 12 exp [—M] exp [871-2<(b•uk)(b•u1)>] (3.2) 

where 

M= 87r2<(b• u) 2> 

is the so-called Debye-Waller temperature factor. Since <(b • uk) (b • u1)>>0 as 
rkz>co, the correlation defined by (2.8) becomes in the present case 

w(rkz) =jf(b)i2 exp[—M] {exp[87r2<(b•uk) (b•uz)>] —1 }. (3.3) 

   We now introduce 3N normal coordinates and express the uk in terms of 

them thus: 

3 uk= E E Aj(q)ej(q) exp[27ri(q•rk)] , (3.4) 
j=1 q 

where, q is a wave vector, the ej(q) are unit vectors in the directions of pola-

rization, and the Aj(q) are the amplitudes. The averages indicated <......> may 

be taken independently with respect to each normal coordinate: for example 

P(rkz) =87r2<(b•uk) (b•uz)> 

=8Tr2 E E <IAj(q)I2>(b•ej(q))2 exp[27ri(q•rkz)] , 
                    j q 

M=89r2<(b•uk)2>=P(0) 

=87r2E E <IAj(q)i2>(b•ej(q))2. 

q 

   If we adopt the approximation; exp[P(r)]=1+P(r), J(b) is given by 

        J(b)=87r2';f(b)I2 exp [—M] E!~P <Aj(q)2> (b•ej(q))2L(b—q) 
                                j q 

                   — if(b)I2(1—exp[—M]) , (3.6) 

where L(k) is the Laue function defined by (2.11). From (3.6) and the properties 

of L(k) we may conclude that the diffuse scattering caused by lattice vibrations 

has an intensity, for the direction 

    b =q+B(hih2h3)(3.7) 

proportional to 

87r2 'J (b)I2 exp [—M] E [(b•ej(q)2<Aj(q)2>] .(3.8) 

If vi(q) is the frequency for the normal coordinate (j,q), then 

<Aj(q)2>= [2r2mNvj(q)]-1E(hvj(q)) ,(3.9) 

where 

x 1 E(
x)= exp(x) -1.+-2-x. 

Since v (q) ---0 for q- O, we see from (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) that J(b) / j f (b)12 takes 
its maximum value at q=0; that is, at the reciprocal lattice point b=B(h1h2h3), 
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as predicted in section 2. 

   We conclude this section by calculating the correlation function  P(r) under 

the continuum approximation of Debye: if v is the velocity of sound (,q=v/v) 

and if b and r are assumed to be parallel to the z-direction, then, after replacing 
the sum over q bythe correspondingintegral over q, we have 

P(r) _.(\(3m2v)f omuXdvfodGE(hv/kT) cos(27rrvcosO/v) 
           _(2b2VkT 1z^nE(x)sinAxdx(3.10)      my') rfo 

where 

            27rkTr hv,,,nc OD = 
by , xm= kT = T 

The function P(r) is sketched in Fig.2. 

                 ~^ 11 

11 

     0 I 2 3 

/0 

              Fig. 2. A sketch of the curve for the P(r) function at a 
                      high temperature. a is the lattice constant. The 

                      broken curve is 1/r. 

        VI. DIFFUSE SCATTERING CAUSED BY RANDOM ARRANGEMENT 
                        IN AN ALLOY SYSTEM 

   It is a problem of pure statistical mechanics to calculate the intensity of diffuse 

scattering caused by thermal disturbances in equilibrium. By introducing suitable 

variables xz (1=1,2, ...... N) to describe the state of randomness of the unit cells, 
the scattering power of the l-th unit cell may be assumed to be a function of xz: 

ft(b) = f(b;x1) . 

Further, if we denote the probability of realizing the microscopic state (xi,•••••• xN) 

by W(xi, ...... xN), then by Boltzmann's theorem 

W(xi, •••••• xN) = exp[—E(xi, ...... xN)/kT], 

where E(xi, ...... xN) is the energy of the system in the state (x,, ...... xN). The 

statistical average of fk*(b) and fa(b) may then be written in the form 

`fk* (b) fz(b)>=  E W(xi,......xN) f .k (xk) f (xz) / EW (xi, ...... xN), 
                                                        (4.1) 
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where the sums are to be taken over all possible values of the  xi's. Expression 

(4.1) can be written more simply if we introduce the quantity Pka(x,x'), the 

probability of the k-th and l-th cells being in states x and x' respectively, 
through 

Pki(x,x') = EW(xi,......xN)/EW(xi, •••••• xN) , 
(the primed sumindicatesthat xk and xiare to excluded in the summation): (4.1) 
becomes 

<fk*fa> = E Pk1(x,x')f* (x).f (x').(4.2) 

   In order to obtain the intensity J(b) it is necessary to calculate Pka as a 

function of rm. This is the well known "propagation of order" problem. In this 

section we willstudy this problem for a simple case. 

   Following Zernike", we consider a binary alloy, composed of an equal number 

of "A" and "B" atoms arranged on a simple cubic lattice, and we assume that in 

the completely orderd state, the A and B atoms are arranged as in NaCl. With 

increasing temperature the `order" is gradually destroyed until at and above a 
certain temperature, where a phase change of the second kind takes place, the 

atomic arrangement becomes completely random, that is, the order is completely 

destroyed. We are interested here in the intensity variation of the scattered 

X-rays resulting from this change of order. 
   By denoting the atomic form factor of A(B) atoms by fA(fR) and introducing 

a variable xi for each lattice site 1 with the property 

+1 if site 1 is occupied by an A atom, 
                 xZ =                 —1 if site 1 is occupied by a B atom . 

We have, noting that fa(b,+1) =fA and fa(b,-1) =fn, 

<fk fa>= fA2Pka(1,1) + fn2Pka(-1,-1) + fAfB[Pk2(1,-1) +P k1(--1,1)]. 

Now from the definition of Pka(x,x') : 

Pki (1,1) +Pka (1, —1) =1/2 , 

Pka(-1,1) +Pka(-1,-1) =1/2 , 

Pka (1,1) Pk(-1,1) =1/2 , 

Pk1(1,-1) +Pka(-1,-1) =1/2 , 

so that three of the four quantities Pka(±1,±1) can be written in terms of the 

fourth. Choosing Pki(1,1)=Pka as the independent quantity, <fafa> can be 

written simply as 

         < fkfi> = ({•a— f.')2Pka -+' fA{{B .(4.3) 

If we now define sublattice a63)-sites to be those sites which in the completely 

ordered state are occupied by A(B) atoms, we see that Pk1 is related to the usual 

order parameter S defined in the following manner: If P°kZ (P&L) is the probability 

of the l-th site being occupied by an A atom when the k-th a-site (3-site) is 

occupied by an A atom, then S is defined implicitely through: 

Pka = 1/4(1+ S)13'1,1+ 1/4(1 S) Pka •(4.4) 
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In the limit  ',  rka;  —>  CO Pka approaches the limiting value 1/2(1+S) or 1/2(1—S) 
according as the l-th site is an a-site or a iS-site and Pkz approaches the limiting 
value 1/2(1—S) or 1/2(1+S) according as the 1-th site is an a-site or a /3-site. 
That is, 

          lim P"ka=1/2(1+(-1)9'S), 
rka(4.5) 
lim =1/2(1—(-1)yk1S) , 

rka ~~ 

where 

            (Pka=(11—k,)-I-(12—k2)+(13—k3) • 

If we put 

Pakl=1/2[1 + (-1]vka{S-H (1—S)t+ka}] , 

         PPka=1/2[1+(-1)ka{—S+(1-I-S)t-ka}](4.6) 

then 

lim t*ka=0, 
Ykr > co 

and (4.3) can be rewritten thus:

{{          <fkfi>=(fA2fI2(fA2JB)2s2( —1)9u 
+\(f.AG2JB)2(1—S2) (/-1) f'9/2 (Liki+t k1) . (4.7) 

Note that the third term on the right hand side of (4.7) corresponds to CO (r) of 

section 2. Substituting (4.7) into the general expression (2.7) we then have 

<F(b)12>=(f `2f'3 )2L(A1,A2,A3)+ (f A-2fB)21S2L(A1-I-1/2, 
A2+1/2,A3+1/2) H-J(b). 

In this expression, the first term represents the weight function corresponding 

to a simple cubic lattice of atoms with average atomic form factor 1/2 (f,,+fn), 

the second term represents the "superstructure line" due to the partially ordered 

arrangement of A and B atoms with long range order parameter S, and the last, 

the diffuse scattering term, is given by 

3 

        J(b) = N (fAfH)2 (1—S2) E ta,(2a 3exp[-27Li E (Au+1/2)L,], (4.8) 
with 

t4,a2a31+O1+t pa. 

Noting that to is real and positive, we can easily check that 

J(b)/(f,—fB)2=max. at the point A,+1/2=h, (integer), v=1,2,3. 

These points correspond to the reciprocal lattice points of the superstructure 
line, which appears only below the critical point. 

   To determine the temperature dependence of J(b), it is necessary to calculate 

the 1-dependence of to (1=0, ......N-1) for each temperature. This may be done 

                           (139)
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using Zernike's approximation. Before doing this however, the qualitative behaviour 
of  j(b) is given: Above the critical point (where S=0), there is "short range 

order"* which influences local arrangements of atoms. As the temperature 

approaches Ta from above, the short range order becomes more influencial, and in 

so doing gives rise to a weight of diffuse scattering power concentrated around 

the points b=B(h1+1/2,h2+1/2,h3+1/2). Finally, at the critical point, T=Te, 

highly concentrated (intensity proportional to N2) weights are formed at the 
"superstructure points" . 

Zernike3), assuming that the probabilities P1, 1=0,1, ...... N-1, are independent, 

has set up an infinite difference equation connecting the Pr's. This equation can 

be written in terms of the quantities tL and the order parameter S defined 

previously as 

32t*L,L2L3=K1(±S) [t*1] + (1—S)K2(±S) [t*,t*2]+ (1±S)2K3(±S) [t'1t*2t*3] 

                +(1±S)3K4(±S)[t*1t32tt3t4] -I- (1±S)4K5(±S) [t*lt±2t*3t*4t*5], 

                                                      (4.9) 

where t1 represents t for one of the 6 nearest neighbours of the point(/3/2/3), and 

[ ] represents a sum over all possible combinations. The Kn(S)'s are polyno-
mials in S of degree 5-n with temperature dependent coefficients. For example 

K, (S) =K1(—S) =a1+10a3S2+5a5S4. 

The ai s, which are defined in Zerniks's paper, are not required here: all that is 

required here is the fact that K1(S) takes the value 

K,(0)a=6at T=Te. 
   As was proved by Zernike, except at the critical point, the t1 for large l are 

very small; so if we put (9.9) into the form 

G 

         32r717213=K1(S)t*x+ (1=S)N*L1L2L3,(4.10) 
                              A=1 

the second term of the right hand side, which is the sum of all non-linear terms 

in t, can be regarded as a very small quantity, vanishing rapidly as l !,>oo. Now 

from the definition, J(b) is proportional to the Fourier transform of t; that is, 

proportional to 

It = E t1112L3 exp [-27ri E (A„+1/2)l„]. 
  L„ 

Multiplying both sides of (4.10) by exp[-27ri E(A -1/2)l„] and summing over 

l we then have 

3 321±= [2K1(S) E cos 27r (2L+1/2)] It+(1±S) E N`111213 
„=1 

* Short range orde , as usually defined (for instance say in Bethe's approximation) is related 
 to our definition of S through0-=52+-1/2(1—S2)(t"',ao+t-1ao). 
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 xexp [-2ni E (A,-I-1/2)k] , 

or 

I*=(1±S) ---------- {N*000-1-2N*100 E cos 27r(A,,±1/2) 
32-2K,(S) E cos 2r(A,+1/2) 

+ ...... }, 

and 

       J(b)=—N/4(1_S2) (f-fR~2(E Nexp[-27ri E (C+ 1/2)1j) 32-2K,(S) E cos 2r(At+1/2)  
                                                     (4.14) 

where N„ is defined by 

         N°1/2{(1—S)N{,,+(1+S)N }. 

It is now easy to show that J(b) takes its maximum values at the point AH+1/2 
= integer . 

   Using Zernike's formula for K(S) in (4.14), the iso-diffuse surfaces J(b)/ 

(fA—fB)2=constant can be calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 3. It should 
be noted that the temperature variation of J(b), which comes mainly from S and 

K(S), is particularly large near the critical point; since, in view of the fact 

h2l 

'0 

                                   0.4 O
. I 0

.3 

                                    h, 

            Fig. 3. A set of iso-diffuse surface (J(b)/(fA-fB)2=const.) in a 
                   reciprocal unit cell for the diffuse scattering due to an 

                    alloy of the AB-type with simple cubic structure. There 
                    is a maximum of the weight at the centre. The centre 
                  is the point 1/2b1+1/2b2 +1/2b3 of the reciprocal lattice 
                    and corresponds to the position of the superstructure 

                    lines. The numerical values assigned to the curves are 
                    the relative values, taking the maximum value as unity. 

                   Rigthalf: near the critical point. Left half:at a high 
                    temerature above the critical point. 
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 K1(0)c=32/6, the denominator of (4.14) vanishes at the points AH+1/2=integer 
when T=Te. 

   This anomalous behaviours (critical scattering) has been discussed phenome-

nologically by Landau". It will be proved quite generally in a later section 

that critical diffuse scattering must be expected at the critical point in a second 

order phase transition. 

                        V. GENERAL THEORY 

   The theory of the binary alloy discussed in section 4, although suitable for an 

understanding of the mechanism of diffuse scattering, is not sufficiently general 

to be of much practical importance. In this section, Zernike's method, which 
was discussed and applied in previous sections, is extended to obtain a general 

expression for J(b), the intensity of diffuse scattering. 

   We first divide the crystal into N equivalent cells and assume that the 

division is performed in such a way that the disorder arrangements of the atoms 

in the crysal are effectively caused by correlations resulting from nearest 

neighbour cells interacting. We further assume that the state of the crystal can be 
described by a set of N variables xr:1=0,1, ...... N-1, with xi describing the state 

of the 1-th cell. Next we construct a periodic space lattice by choosing from 

each of the N cells, N suitable lattice points rr (1=0,1, ......N-1). We emphasise 

that the space lattice provides us with nothing more than a frame of reference; 

effects resulting from displacement, or thermal motion, of the atoms will be 

included in the x-variables. 

   Using the notation of previous sections, the intensity of diffuse scattering of 
X-rays is 

                                         N-1 

         I=<';F(b)12>=E<f*(xk)f(xr)>exp[27ri(b•rki)], (5.1) 
k,i-o 

where f(x1) is the scattering power of X-rays due to the 1-th cell, 

<f*(xi:)f(xr)>= E Pk1(x,x')f*(x)f(x'),(5.2) 

and Pka(x,x') is the probability of the h-th and 1-th cells being in states x and 

x' respectively. 

Pk(x), the probability of the h-th cell being in state x, given by 

Pk(x) _ E Pk1(x,x') _ E Pzk(x',x), all 1,(5.3) 
z/ 

as satisfying E Pk(x)=1, all h, may be used to decompose Pka(x,x') thus: 

Pkr(x,x')=yk(x)Pr(x') HTka(x,x'),(5.4) 

with 

Ecrkz(x,x') _ Eakt(x,x') =0, all k, 1. 
   z/x 
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Substituting of (3.4) into (5.2) then yields: 

 <f*(xk)f(xz)> E pk(x)f*(x)pz(x')f(x')+ E rkz(x,x')f*(x)f(x'). 

                                                      (5.5) 

If o-ki(x,x') is summed over k keeping rka=rk—rz constant, 

Eo-(x,x') =No-(x,x';ra),(5.6) 
and if S(x,x') is defined by 

S(x,x')= E o•(x,x';rk) exp[-22ri(b•rk)],(5.7) 

(5.5) and (5.1) may be combined to give 

I= E E f(x) pz(x) exp[-27ri(b•r1)] 2 N E f*(x)f(x')S(x,x'). 
   ¢ lxra 

                                                      (5.8) 

The first term on the right hand side of (5.8) represents normal scattering 

(including that due to super-lattice structure), and the second term is equal to 
the intensity of diffuse scattering J(b). Note that if S(x,x') is determined 

experimentally as a function of b. the corresponding expression for o-(x,x'; r) is 

obtained by inverting (5.7). 
   Choosing the origin of our frame of reference arbitrarily from among the lattice 

points r, we denote by Pk(x,x'), the probability of the cell containing the k-th 
lattice point (position vector rk measured from the origin) and the cell containing 

the origin being in states x and x' respectively. 

Thus 

lim Pk(x,x')=pk(x), 

so that if we write 

Pk(x,x') =pk(x) +Rk(x,x'),(5.9) 

o-(x,x';rk) becomes 

o- (x,x';rk) = pa (x') Rk (x,x') .(5.10) 

The previous arguments (5.4-6) are strictly valid only in the absence of long 

range order. If long rage order exists, it is necessary to divide the crystal into 

sublattices, and distinguish Pk, pk, Rk according to which sublattice they belong. 
Moreover, in this case, (5.6) must be averaged over the different sublattices. 

However, in the following it will be shown that apart from the averaging over 

sublattices, the two separate cases; presence of long range order, and absence 

of long range order, can be treated in essentially the same way: for the moment 
we consider the former. 

   We first assume there is a functional relationship between the probability 

Pk(x,x') associated with the k-th cell, and the probabilities P,(x,x'),......... Pk(x,x') 

associated with the z nearest neighbour cells of the k-th cell. For example, if 
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the P  (x,x')'s are independent (Zernike) we may write 

Pk(x,x')= E Pi(x,x')P2(x,x')--P.(x,x0W(xi,x2.-,x4x')(5.11) 

where W(x1,x2.-, x4x'), a function of the temperature and the interaction potential 

between nearest neighbour cells, is the probability that a cell, and its z nearest 

neighbour cells are in states x', and xi, respectively. 
   If we substitute (5.9) into (5.11) and expand, we obtain the equation deter-

mining the distribution of long range order, 

Ps(x) = x0; x'),(5.12) 

and 

Rk(x,x') = E E R,(x,x")A„(x",x')+Nk(x,x'),(5.13) 
                                    p=1 x// 

where the non-linear term Nk(x,x')* is the sum of terms consisting of products of 

two or more R(x,x')'s; and A1(x,x') defined by 

A,(x,x')= E x,x,,i,••• x0; x') 
                                                     (5.14) 

may be interpreted as the probability of a cell and p.-th nearest neighbour cell 

being in states x and x' respectively, irrespective of the states of other cells. 

   We now multiply both sides of (5.13) by po(x), using (5.10) and the notation 

crk(x,x')cr(x,x';rk), to get 

ck(x,x')= E E 0-0(x,x")Ap(x",x')+Po(x)Nk(x,x'). 
p=1 

If we further multiply this equation by exp[-27ri(b,•rz)] and sum over k, we 

obtain (c.f.(5.7)) the linear integral equation for S(x,x') 

        S(x,x') = E S(x,x")B(x",x')+M(x,x'),(5.15) 
xil 

where the B (x,x') and M(x,x') are defined by 

B(x,x') = 

P 11=---exp[-271-i(b•r1,)], 

and 

M(x,x') = E po(x)N5(x,x0exp [ (b ° rk)](5.16) 

For a solution of (5.15) to exist, it is necessary that the series expansion for 

M(x,x') converges. This is obviously the case, since Nk rapidly approaches zero 

 * Note that since lim Rk(x, ((5.9)), this term is small compared with the first 
re->00 

  term of (5.13) for large k. 
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when k becomes large. Indeed, to obtain a reasonable approximation to  Nk(x,x'), 

it is sufficient to know its values at the origin and a few surrounding points. 

   All that remains to be done now is to solve (5.15) for S(x,x') and substitute 

the result in the expression for the intensity of diffuse scattering ((5.8)): 

J(b)=N E f(x')f*(x)S(x,x').(5.17) 

For simplicity we introduce matrix notation; i.e., T will denote an x-space matrix 

with elements T (x,x'). Further, we define the trace of a matrix T (denoted by 

Tr(T)) by Tr(T) = E T (x,x) and note that the trace is invariant under a 

similarity transformation, i.e., if VV-1=V-1V=I (the unit matrix), Tr (VTV-1)= 

Tr(T). In matrix notation then, (5.15) and (5.17) become 

S=SB±M,(5.18) 

and 

J(b) =NTr(FS),(5.19) 

where the matrix F is defined by 

F(x,x')= f(x)f*(x').(5.20) 

We now observe, from (5.14) and (5.16) that the matrix B is symmetric, i.e., 
B(x, x')=B(x', x); this is sufficient to ensure the existence of a unitary matrix 
U such that 

UBU-1 = A(5.21) 

is diagonal, i.e., A(x,x')=8(x—x')x(x) (5(x—x') is the Kronecker symbol). 
Multiplying (5.18) on the left by OF and on the right by U-1, making use of 

(5.21), we get: 

UFSU-1 = UFSU- +UFMU-1, 

and solving for UFSU-' 

     UFSU-1 ==UFMU-1(I—A)-1.(5.22) 

Substitution into (5.19), remembering the invariance property of the trace, then 

yields 

J(b) =NTr(UFSU-1) =NTr(UFMU-1(I—A) -1),(5.23) 

or, in expanded form*: 

J(b)=NVm(x)      1—X(x)(524) 

where the m(x) are the diagonal elements of UFMU-1. 

 * When long range order exists, the crystal may have to be divided into several sublattices: 
  If n is the total number of different sublattices, distinguished by indices a,j9,7, ••• and if 

B",Ma, ••• are matrices corresponding to the a-th sublattice, then (5.24) must be replaced by 

a 
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   Thus, if it is assumed that the probability distribution P(x,x') can be expanded 
as in (5.11), the calculation of the intensity of diffuse scattering reduces to a 
calculation of the m(x) (which include the  effects of the non-linear terms in the 

NO and the eigenvalues x(x) of the matrix B (which depends on the interaction 

potential between nearest neighbour cells). One advantage of writing J(b) in 
the form (5.24) is that its dependence on the direction of scattering b can be 

given in compact form. In the next section we shall give an example of 
calculation based on (5.24). 

        VI. EXAMPLE. DIFFUSE SCATTERING DUE TO ORIENTATIONAL 

                  DISORDER IN MOLECULAR CRYSTALS 

   When molecules (or radicals) making up a crystal can take different orienta-

tions, the usual result is what is known as orientational disorder. Such disordered 

configurations are known to give rise to diffuse scattering of X-rays. When 

only two orientations of each molecule are possible, the problem of calculating 
the intensity of diffuse scattering essentially reduces to the binary alloy calculation 

given in section 4. In this section then, we will use the results of the previous 
section to examine the case in which each molecule can take four possible orien-

tations. 

   The low temperature phase of N2 and the high temperature phases of NaCN 

and KCN may be regarded as real examples of this model. According to Rube-

mantis), the N2 crystal below 35.4°K has a face centred cubic structure (see Fig.4), 

with regularly arranged molecularaxestakingfourconfigurations ([111] and its 

associated directions). Onemight expect then thattheobserved specific heat 

                                                                             R, 

                        S 

                       Fig. 4. Crystal structure of solid N2. 

anomaly" in this crystal is brought about by the order-disorder effect in the 

molecular axes configurations. It has also been shown, by Bijvoet et al", that 

NaCN and KCN crystals have a NaC1 type structure at high temperature (above 
the critical point). In this temperature region, the CN ions are either rotating 

freely in the crystal or have their molecular axes distributed at random among 

the eight [111] directions. The empirical values of the specific heat and the size 
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of the CN- ion suggest that a random distribution among the [111] directions is 
more probable than a free rotation. Since X-ray methods can not distinguish the 
head of a CN- ion from its tail, it is reasonable to consider the molecular axes 
configurations in these crystals to be distributed at random among four orien-
tations just as in N2. Keeping these examples in mind, we now consider in detail 
the '4-orientations' model. 

   Let us first suppose that each diatomic molecule making up a face centred 
cubic lattice (Fig.4) interacts with its 12 nearest neighbour molecules, and takes 

one of the four directions  [111], [111], [nil], [111]. Next introduce a variable x 

                         z 

          6  
     2 I .  Ti1p                                       !0

Y 
   2  

4 
S 

           Fig. 5. First neighbours of a point in the face centred cubic lattice. 

with valus x=1,2,3,4, to describe these four directions, in the order stated above. 

The matrices of the previous section are then 4 x 4. In the following, the lattice 

vectors of thefacecentredcubiclattice will be taken to be 

       r(111213)= 1/2(11a1+12a2+13a3)(6.1) 

where a1, a2, a3 are the base vectors and the 11 are integers satisfying 11+12+13= 

even; and the 12 nearest neighbour lattice points of each point will be numbered 
as in Table 1 (c.f. Fig.5). 

                                   Table 1. 

           Numeration of the 12 nearest neighbours of a lattice point (111213). 

/.r,-=1 (11,12+1,13+1), 14=5 (11+1,l2,13+1), 1L= 9 (11+1,13+1,13), 
           2 (11,12-1,13+1),6 (11-1,12,13+1), 10 (11-132+1,13), 
          3 (11,12-1,13-1),7 (11-1,12,13-1), 11 

           4 (11,12+1,13-1),8 (11+1,12,13-1), 12 (11+1,12-1,13). 

   If we now define E,,(x,,, x) to be the interaction energy between a molecule, 

in a state x, and its JL-th nearest neighbour, in a state x,<; the probability W(x1,x2, 

  x12; x') of a molecule and its 12 nearest neighbours being in state x,,, and x1,••• 

x12 respectively, is given by 
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 4 

 W(x1, X2,••• x12; x)=Y(x) / E Y(x),(6.2) 
                                                                        x=1 

where Y(x) is defined by 

12 

Y(x) =exp [— E E,,(x,, ,x)/kT],(6.3) 
P=1 

k being Boltzmann's constant, and T the absolute temperature. The problem then 

is to obtain a solution of the simultaneous equations 

Pz(x, x') = E P1(x, x1)•••Pi2(x, x12)W(x1,..., x12; x')(6.4) 
x1 ••x12 

subject to the boundary conditions 

          Po(x, x')=8(x—x'), 
                                                      (6.5) 

Pt (x, x') >0, E Pt (x, x') =1 

of the form 

Pt(x, x')=P1(x')-I-Rt(x,' x')(6.6) 

with 

          lim Rz(x, x') =0. 

From such a solution we can construct the matrices A, M, B, etc., of the previous 
section, compute the eigenvalues xt of B, the unitary matrix U which diagonalizes 

B, etc., and consequently, calculate the intensity of scattered X-rays ((5.8) and 

(5.24)): 

I= ILaue+J(b)(6.7) 

with 

JLaue = E f(x)Pc(x) exp[-2,ri(b.r1)] '2,(6.8) 

and 

4 J(b) = N E (UFMU-') tt(1—x1) -'.(6.9) 
t=1 

The first task is to obtain solutions of (6.4) of the form (6.6). By taking the 

crystal symmetry into account, we can reduce the complexity of (6.4) considerably. 

To be precise, it can be shown that the number of free parameters in the problem 

can be reduced to 5, even when the most general interaction, E(x, x'), is used: In 

Fig.6 the configurations of the molecules which give different energies are shown: 

the Boltzmann factor exp [—E(x,x')/kT] for these five configurations being 

denoted by A,B,C,D and E. The 12, 4x 4 matrices W,<(w =1,2, ..., 12) with elements 

exp[—E,,(x, x')/kT] are, using the symmetry property, given by: 
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            A  

rB 

              Fig. 6. Five different configurations of neighbouring 
                       molecules. Heavy arrows show the projections 

                    of the molecular axes on (100) plane. 

 /ACCB` DCCE\ 
       W=W3= CDECWz-W4=CABC 

CEDC'C B AC 

         \BCCA'ECCD' 

          1ABCC\ 1DECC 
BACCEDCC W

5=W7-W6=W5=(6.10)            C C DE ' CC AB)' 
                                     \ C C E D' \ C C B A 

/ACBC\ 1DCEC 
        W9—W,1=CDCEWlo-W~2—CACB BC AC 'EC DC). 

                            \CECDI \CBCA 

   The only property used in writing down expressions (6.10) was the symmetry 

property; so that 12 matrices having the same symmetry properties as the W, 
must necessarily have the form (6.10): In particular, the matrices 14, A,, and Nu 

(JL=1,2,...,12) over 12 neighbouring lattice points to the origin, have the forms 

(6.1). 
   Even with five parameters, the problem is still a little too complicated for 

detailed calculations. To obtain results then, we use the following heuristic 
argument to reduce the number of free parameters to three. 

   If the distance 2d, between two atoms of a molecule, is assumed to be small 

compared with the distance 1, between two molecules; and the mutual interaction 

between molecules is assumed to be caused by a repulsion inversely proportional 

to the n-th power of the interatomic distance, the energies of the five configu-

rations shown in Fig.6 can be calculated by expanding in powers of p-d/1. Thus: 

A=Ao(1-I-4n2p2-+- ......), 

B=Ao(1-1-4n2p2-F......), 

C=Ao(1+2n(n-1)p2-~- ......), 

D= Ao(1-4np2-i- ......)> 

E=Ao(1-4np2+......), 

and to second order in p 

A= B, and D= E.(6.11) 
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In this approximation, we observe, that of the  412 values of W(x1,...,x,2; x'), only 
35 are distinct, and any of these 35 quantities can be written as a function of the 

parameter 0—C2/AD. It is then possible, dividing the crystal into four sublattices 
of simple cubic type, and using the symmetry property, to choose the pz(x) __ 

P2(2), p3(3), p4(4)) as in Table 2. In so doing, we obtain a solution of (6.4) which 
exhibits explicitely the long range order as shown in Fig.4. 

                                     Table 2. 

pz(x)=(1/4(1+S1), 1/4(1+S2), 1/4(1+S3), 1/4(1-FS4)) when 11,12,13 
                                                       are all even (a-site) 

=(1/4(1+52), 1/4(1-FS1), 1/4(1+S4), 1/4(1+S3)) when 1i—even, 
12,13=odd (13-site) 

=(1/4(1+S3), 1/4(1+S4), 1/4(1+S1), 1/4(1+S2))when 12=even, 

13,11=odd (7-site) 

_ (1/4(1+S4), 1/4 (11-S3), 1/4(1 + 52), 1/4(1+S1)) when 13=even, 
11,12=odd (5-site) 

51+ S2+ S3+ S4=0 

   By replacing the Pz(x, x') in (6.4) by the pz(x') of Table 2, and using the 

sublattice division of Table 2, i.e., 

l-th lattice point N.=1,2,3,4 5,6,7,8 9,10,11,12 

aR 7 S 

         a 8 7(6.12) 

78 a R 
57 R a 

equations (6.4) can be reduced to 4 simultaneous equations of the form: 

1/4(1+S1) =F(S1,S2,S3,S4;0),(6.13a) 

1/4(1-1 S2) ==F(S2,S1,S4,S3;0),(6.13b) 

1/4(1-F S3) = F(S3,S4,S1,S2;0),(6.13c) 

1/4(1 ;-S4) =F(S4,S3,S2,S1;0),(6.13d) 

where F, considered as a polynomial in the Si, is of degree 12: 

124 

         F(S1,S2•S3,S4;0) —1/4 {1-1-E E akCO (0) Sk'} .(6.14) 
U=1 k=1 

Note that equations (6.12h, c, d) are obtaiend from (6.12a) by operating on the S 
indices with the permutations 

        (12)(34) ; (13)(24) ; (14)(23) ,(6.15) 

respectively. 
   The trivial solution of (6.13), namely, Si- S2==S3==S4=0, represents the state 

of complete disorder. A non-trivial solution which is valid for sufficiently large 

0 (that is, for sufficently low temperatures) we assert, is: 
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 S1=3S(0), S2=S3=S4= -S(0).(6.16) 

(Three other, essentially identical solutions, may of course be obtained from (6.16) 
by operating on the S indices with permutations (6.15)). Since a solution of the 

form (6.16) is only valid in the low temperature region, one would expect S(0), 

in someway describes long range order. Indeed, if we substitute (6.16) into (6.13), 

we can obtain the explicit dependence of S(0). The result is shown in Fig.7. 

i 0'Tc, 

T 

               Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the order parameter S. 

When 0-1-0, i.e., T=O, the lattice is perfectly ordered (S=1: c.f. Table 2 and Fig.4). 

As the temperature increases, the 'order parameter' S(0) decreases, until at some 

temperature Tc, which may be taken to be the critical temperature, S=O. A 

peculiar property of S(0) in our approximation is its doubly valuedness for the 
temperature range around T,. Since we are mainly interested in discussing 

solutions of (6.4) exhibiting phase transitions, we will not attempt any detailed 

discussion on this point; suffice it to say that it is essentially due to the type of 

interaction assumed, and the face centred cubic structure of the lattice. 
   If we neglect

//terms in (6.13) of degree((higherthan the first in S, we get            S 1—ai(0)S,- a2(0)S2-I-a3(0)~73-"a4(0)S4, 

S2=a2(0)Si--1'-a1(0)S2±a4(0)S3-I- a3(0)S4, 

S3 a3(0)S1 -a4(0)S2'-i'a1(0))S3± a 2(0)S4, 

S4—a4(0)S1+a3(0)S2+a2(0)S3_I_.a1(0)S4. 

   For these equations to have no solutions other than the trivial one (S1=--S2—S3 
=S4=0), the a-coefficients must satisfy 

a1-1 a2 a3 a4 j 

a2 a1-1 a4 a3(6 .17) 
a3 a4 a1--1 a2 O. 

a4 a3 a2 al-1 

The solutions of (6.17) may be used to determine the critical point. 

Now in (6.14), ak is defined to be the coefficient of Sk in the equation obtained 

by replacing the P1(x, x')'s in (6.4) by the pi(x)'s of Table 2. For example, 

4H12 

al = A,,(21) ;- E AY(31)  E A,,(41), 
Y=1p=P=9 
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    where the matrices  A,<(x, x'), 

~introduced in the previous section and defined by                   A
,,(x, x') = (1/4)"L W(xi,..., x,-1, x, x,+1,..., x,2; x') 

xi".z12(6.18) 
                                        $z k 

    has the same structure as the W matrices, (6.10). Moreover, from the assumption 

    A=B, D=E, and the normalization condition 

EA,,(x, x')=1, 
A,, may be written in the form* (c.f. (6.10)) 

—1 1 1 —1~ 

             A,— [1/4] +1/4K(0)1 —1 —1 1 10=1, 2, 3, 4 1 —1 --1 1 
—1 1 1 —1 
—1 —1 1 1 

A7= [1/4] +1/4K(0)—1 —1 1 1 I , q=5, 6, 7, 8 (6.19) 1 1 —1 —1 

1 1 —1 —1, 
—1 1 —1 11 

             Ar= [1/4] +1/4K(0)1 —1 1 —1 r__g 10, 11, 12 —1 1 —1 1' 

                       1 —1 1 —12 

    where [1/4] denotes the 4 x 4 matrix with all element equal to 1/4. Using (6.19) 
    the ae become: 

ai=4{A2,(21)+Aq(31)+Ar(41)}=3{1+K(0)} , 
a2=4{Ap(11)+Aq(41)+Ar(31)}=3—K(0) ,(620) 
a3=4{A2,(41) +A„(11) +Ar(21)} =3—K(0) , 
a4=4{A„(31) ±A7(21) ±Ar(11)} =3—K(0) 

    and on substitution in (6.17) we get: 

11{4K(0)-1}3=0. 

    The critical point is defined by K(00=1/4, and the disordered state (S=0) 
    characterized by 

K(0)<1/4, 0<0.(6.21) 

       It remains now to calculate J(b). Since for temperature T<T,; expression for 
    the Rz(x, x') (5.19) become too complicated to handle, we will restrict our 
    calculation to the high temperature phase (T>Te). 

       When S=0, substitution of Pz(x, x') =1/4-i-Rz(x, x') into (6.4) yield 

      * K(0)is given by: 

       K(0)=(1/2)9xjj20' 1+1403+904 3+1802+1504 8+24021-640' 3+100-I110'                  11+38°+ 11F203+04 1+202+04 + 1+02+203 1+20+ 04 

36-I-6004-8402 i-1080' 16+11202 1+04 32+240+4003 36+ 720296+2880+19202         + 
1+0+02403 + 1+202 + 3-f04 I- 2+0+03 + 2+38z...F+20+0' ._ 

8.0+ 4802 180I-2520 108 +_3+02+ 2
+20 +- 4 —1 
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 12 

 RI= E R A —f Na,(6.22a) 

or, making use of E RZ(x,x')=0 

12 

Rz= E R,A,'+NZ ,(6.22b) 
p=1 

where A; is defined by A1/=A,,—[1/4], and A,, by (6.18). Equation (2.22b) can 

be solved by the method of successive approximations: We will however, content 

ourselves with the lowest order approximation for R, viz., in (6.22b) we neglect 

all the non-linear terms NZ with the exception of the 1=0 term. In this approxi-

mation, using the boundary conditions (6.5), the solution of (6.22b) is 

                        3 —1 —1 —11 

Ra=I— [1/4]-1/4 —1 3 —1 —1(6.23) —1 —1 3 —1 ̂ 
                    —1 —1 —1 3) 

   To calculate the intensity of diffuse scattering J(b) for S=0, we require the 
following preliminaries: First, the matrix (5.16) 

12 

         B= E SNA , E„=exp[-2ni(b•rN)] 

from (6.19) and Table 1 is 

'a b c d` 

   B=b a d b(6.24) 
c d a b i 

d c b aj 

where 

a= —K(0) {cosnh2cos7rh3 1-cosnh3cosrh1 Cosnhlcosnhz}, 

           b=K(0) {cos7rh2COSnh3—cosnh3cosrh1 rcosnh1cos h2}, 

c= K(0) {cos7h2cosnh3-I- cosnh3cosnh1—cosnhlcosnh2}, 

d=K(0) {—coszh2cosnh3+cosnh3COSnh1+cos7rhlcosrh2}, 

and h1,h2,h3 are defined by 

(b•a,)=h,, i=1,2,3. 

The eigenvalues xi (i=1,2,3,4) of B, and the unitary matrix U which diagonalizes 
B, are easily shown to be 

x1=0, 

x3= —4K(0)cosnh2cosnh3,(6
.25) 

x3= —4K(0)cos7th3cosnhl, 

x4= —4K(0)cosnhlcosnh2, 

and 
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             «.r 1 11 1 ,I 
 U=1/2 11 —1 —1 I(6.26) 

             1 —1 1 —1 

             1 —1 —1 1 

   It is next necessary to evaluate the matrix (5.16) 

M=1/4 E Ntexp[-27i(b•ri)] . 

If we neglect all the N, except No and N,,, with /.(=1,2,...,12) representing the 12 

lattice points surrounding the origin, we get 

12 

M=1/4{No+ E N }.(6.27) 
P=1 

Now, from (6.22a) and the symmetry property (Fig.6), it can be shown that No, 
and the N1,, have the same form as Ro, and the A,,' respectively. That is, there 

exist scalar functions mo(0) and m1(0), such that 

No=4mo(0)R,, N0= m1(0)11,1.(6.28) 

Substitution into (6.27) then yields 

M=1/4{4mo(0)Ro+m1(0)B}.(6.29) 

By comparing (6.23) and (6.24) we observe that Ro is a special case of B (i.e., R0 

is obtained from (6.24) by the transformation a>3/4; b,c,d-4/4), so that the 

unitary matrix (6.26) diagonalizes M as well as B. Thus, if we denote the 

diagonal elements of UFU-1 by ft (i-1,2,3,4) we have 

(UFMU-1)11= 0 

(UFMU-1) 22 =f2 {mo (0) —IN, (0) K(0)cos th2cos7rh,} , (6.30) (U
FMU-'),,=f3{m0(0) —m,(0)K(0)cos7rh,coszh,}, 

(UFMU-') 4, = f, {mo (0) — m, (0) K(0)cosorh,coszrh2} 

   Having completed the necessary preliminaries, we are now in a position to 

calculate the scattering intensity (6.7) 

I= Lane +T(b) 

First, the Laue scattering intensity, ha.,  given by (6.8) may be put in matrix 

form, by introducing a matrix So through 

          So(x, x') =So*(x)So(x'), 

with 

So(x)= E pa(x)exp[-27ri(b.r,)], 

thus: 

IL ..... E f(x)S0(x) 2 

_ E f(x)f*(x')So(x', x) 
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=Tr(FS0)(6.31) 

From (6.1) and Table 2, it is possible to show that So has the form 

So=QPL(hih2h3),(6.32) 

where L(h1h2h3), the Laue function for the simple cubic lattice with base vectors 

a1, a2 and a3, is proportional to N2 when (b•ac)=hi, i=-=1,2,3; and zero otherwise, 

and Q and P are matrices of the form (6.24) with 

a = 1, b=cosnh2cosnh3, 

c=cosnh3cosnhi, d=cosnhlcosnh2, 

and 

a = Si' -1- S22+ S32+ Si', b =2(.9,92+  S3S4), 

c —2(S1S3+S2S4),d=2(S1S4+S2S3), 

respectively. 
   Since Q and P have the same form as B ((6.24)), they can be diagonalized 

by U ((6.26)). Using this fact, the eigenvalues of Q(Q,,), and P(PO, are easily 

shown to be 

Q1=1+cosnh2cosnh3+cosnh3cosnh1 cosnhlcosnh2, 

Q2=1+ cosnh2cosoh3 —cosnh3cosZhl —cosnh,cosnh2, 

Q3= 1  cosnh2cosnh3 + cos7th3cosZhl — cosnh,cosnh2, (6.33) 

Q4=1—cosnh2cosorh3—coszh3cosnh1+cos hicoszh2, 

and P1=1, P2=P3=P4— S2, 

respectively. 
   Combining them and remembering the invariance property of the trace, we 

get 

Ituu2 = Tr (UFU-IUQU-'UPU-1) L (h0h2h3) 

[f1Q, -1- S2 (f2Q 2+ f3Q3 +f4Q4)] L (h)h2h3). (6.34) 

Of the two terms in (6.34), proportional to f2 and S2, the former, with its 

weight concentrated at lattice points for which h1, h2 and h3 are either all even 

or all odd integers, gives us the normal Laue pattern for the face centred cubic 

lattice. The latter, with its weight proportional to S2 is a result of the super-

lattice structure caused by the presence of long range order. (Note that this term 

vanishes above the critical point.) 

   To conclude, the expression for J(b) above the critical point, obtained from 

(6.9), (6.25), and (6.30) is: 

         J(b) = N{ f2(mo — mlKcosnh2cos7h3) 1 4K(0)cosnh2cosnh3 

f3(mo mlKcosnh3cosnh1) 
1 H-4K(0) cosnh3cOSZh, 

f, (mo —m1Kcosnh,cosnh2))(6 .35) 1 + 4K (0) cosnh,cosnh2. 

This expression has extrema for integral values of the hk; the extrema being 
minima when the hk are either all even or all odd, and maxima otherwise. This 
means that the directions for which the diffuse scattering is strongest, are 

                           (155)
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concentrated about those points of reciprocal space which have intensity propor-

tional to S2 below the critical point ((6.34)). We note that, since K(02)=1/4, at 

least two of the three denominators in (6.35) approach zero as the temperature 

approaches To from above. That is, for temperatures just above the critical 

temperature, the maxima of J(b) are extremely sharp. 

         VII. GENERAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHASE TRANSITIONS 
                      AND DIFFUSE SCATTERING 

   Since diffuse scattering reflects directly the correlations of various disorder 

arrangements in the crystal, its observation provides us with useful information 

about the transition mechanism. 

   A particularly important case is the phase transition of the second kind that 

produces differences in the X-ray diffraction pattern in the high and low tempe-
rature phase, without changing the crystal structure. In such a case, one would 

expect the diffraction pattern in one phase to shift continuously into the other 

as the temprature passes through the critical temperature. 

   In reciprocal lattice space, the weight value of scattering power due to the 

super-lattice structure, dispersed in the high temperature phase, is observed to 

become concentrated around certain points below the transition temperature. That 

is, one should expect 'abnormal' changes in the distribution of weight in the 

neighbourhood of the transition point. This was illustrated in the examples of 

sections 4 and 6. In this section we will exhibit this abnormality for the general 

case. 

   Considering the crystal as an assembly of equally spaced, parallel plane nets, 

numbered 0,1,...,2, N-1, we introduce a set of variables Ix22; n=0,1,..., N-1} to 

describe the state of the crystal, each xn describing the state of a net. Then, if 

d is the distance between neighbouring nets, p the unit vector normal to the 

plane nets, and f(xn) thee "layer structure factor" of the net in state xn, the 
average value of 

F((p) ;,2= E .f(xn)exp[27rincp]i2(7.1) 

is the weight value of X-ray scattering power at the reciprocal lattice point 

with position vector (~p/d)p. 

   If we now choose the "layer unit" so that only nearest neighbour nets interact, 

the probability of nets 0,1,2,...,N-1 being in states xo, xi, x2,...,xN-1 respectively, is 

given by 

                                                   (N-2 W(xo,x1,...,xN_1}=exp—jEE(xr, xiti)}/kT 
r=1 

with E(x, x') the interaraction energy between nighbouring nets in states x and 

x'. The average of (7.1) over this distribution is then 

<',F(cp)2>= E E .f*(xm)f(xn)exp[2ni(n—m),p]W(xo x1,...xN-1)/E W, 
(X) 716,12(X) 

                                                 (7.2) 
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where  E denotes the sum over all configurations of  xo, 
(i) 

   If we now define the matrix M by 

          M(x, x')=exp[—E(x, x')/kT], 

and expand W(xo xi,,...xN_i) in terms of the orthonormal set of eigenfunctions 

01(x), ..., CbN(x) of M, (7.1) becomes 

E x/" lgssl2 E xs s(99) 
    ss 

C IF(y))2>= ---- L(m)+(7.3) 

EXiNE ~s 
    ss 

where xi>X2>x3> ... are the eigenvalues of M corresponding to the eigenfunctions 

sbi(x),02(x),03(x),..., 

gsc= E cbs(x)f(x)bc(x)=gcs, 

L ((p) = ( E exp [2Thin(p] 12,(7.4) 

~s (m) = 2  E (xt)i_nexp [27ri(n—m)p] , 
i sn>ma 

gz denotes 'real part of', and sums over t are to be extended over all eigenvalues 
x. The first term of (7.3) gives the normal Laue scattering, the second, diffuse 

scattering. 

   When N becomes large, the maximum eigenvalue dominates, and the second 

term in (7.3) becomes 

              EXsNrI>(T) 
J(p) (Di (p), 

E ~SN 

where(1)(<p)= E git2z9(cp - ),(7.5) 
                                 xi 

                        t>2 

                            l—T2 andz9 (TT) _._-- - __-  1 — 2T Cos27rcp T T2 • 

A plot of ?9(99/T) as a function of q is given for several 7-values, in Fig.8. 

   Significant information about J(q ), the intensity of diffuse scattering, can be 

obtained by noting that when a phase transition of the type mentioned takes 

place, the degeneracy of the maximum eigenvalue (of M) depends on the phase. 
To be precise, about the critical point (where there is no long range order), the 

maximum eigenvalue is non-degenerate; whereas below the critical point (where 
there is long range order), the maximum eigenvalue is at least doubly degenerate" 

(in the limit N>0). Using these facts we can now describe the behaviour of 

J(q). Above the critical point xs<xi for t>1 so that small T dominates. In the 
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 =0.9 

9- 

cts-

                           r= 0.7 

'~ T=0.5 14T=0.0 

              0 

             Fig. 8. The curves of the function iy ((p/r) for several T values. 

region of small T,T9 is approximately constant (Fig.8) so J(p) is well dispsrsed. 

Below the critical point dominates: thus since z9 has sharp peaks when 7->1 

and Jo=integer, J(T) is concentrated about integral values of cp. 
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